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library of call scripts helping you to be 
more prepared.
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InTroDuCTIon

Cold calling and doing business over the phone is becoming a more significant part of a 
sales person’s job every year. This is not very good news for many sales people as just 
about everybody can agree that cold calling is one of the more difficult and less desirable 
activities that needs to be done during the day.

Does cold calling work?

There are many that say that cold calling is a waste of time and that it does not work 
anymore. Are they right? Well, the reality is that yes, the business environment has 
changed. Not only are there more ways to communicate with prospects, it is also a more 
challenging environment that you are calling into.

There are new alternatives for finding and connecting with prospects—social media, in-
ternet marketing, email marketing, professional networking, etc. While those should be 
part of your sales and marketing mix, there is still a place in the mix for cold calling.

A good analogy to use here is a bag of golf clubs. There 
are a number of different golf clubs and each hits the ball 
a different distance with a different level of accuracy. To 
be an effective and efficient golfer, you will need a mix of 
different as each club serves its own purpose and will be 
used at particular times.

Your sales and marketing mix should be similar to this as 
you should use many different tools and methods—net-
working, email, social media, internet marketing, direct 
mail cold calling, etc. It is a good balance and mix that 
will lead to a healthy pipeline. 

This ebook will focus on helping you to improve the cold calling component of your sales 
and marketing mix. We will outline key “do’s” and “don’ts” and everything discussed will 
be easy and practical to adopt. Implement just a few of these and you should see an im-
mediate improvement in your results. 
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GeTTInG PrePareD

Improving your level of preparedness when cold calling can help tremendously. Sounds 
simple right? Well, this is worth discussing as the majority of sales people use an impro-
visational approach when cold calling. This involves a sales person pulling up a contact 
to call, picking up the phone, and then relying on their experience and knowledge to 
guide them during call. 

Just about all of us can attest to doing this and it is OK when performing warm calling 
where there have been some past discussions. But when performing true cold calling, 
the terrain is much more rugged and you really need to operate with more proficiency in 
order to be successful.

Do you ever think to yourself after a call, “Oh, I should have asked or said this!” This is more 
likely to happen when you improvise as it can sometimes be hard to think of the right thing 
to say when thinking off the cuff. The real challenge with this is that the time you have with 
prospects is tremendously valuable and this can lead not getting the most out of your in-
teractions, leading to not setting enough appointments and generating leads. 

be like a Pro

Let’s stop to look at how a pro-
fessional football player might 
prepare. Does he jump right into 
the game without any practice 
and planning? Of course he does 
not—there will be a set of plays 
that he has memorized, he will 
study the opposition to be pre-
pared for what he might face, and 
he will practice drills all the way 
up until the real competition. It is this preparation that allows the pro athlete to perform 
at a high level, and operate with both composure and accuracy. 
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If you want to be a sales professional that consistently performs at a high level, you 
should have the same approach. This might include have a set of plays to work from that 
help you to know what to say and ask when cold calling prospects. You do not necessari-
ly need to script out everything word for word, but listing out key questions to ask, points 
to make, and responses for objections at a minimum can greatly improve your results.

 Completely improvise when picking up the phone to make cold calls.

 Build a list of the key questions that you should ask, points you 
should make, and responses for objections.

SalesScripter

will provide you with a library of call scripts 
helping you to be more prepared.

  

Call Script - Qualify Focus

Description: This is an indirect cold call script and that refers to the fact that the script is designed to create a
conversation versus going directly for the close.

 
Objective:  Option A: in person meeting

Option B: virtual meeting 
 
Ideal Prospect    Demographic Details

Geography: Houston

Size: $10 mil to $500 mil

  Industry:

Focus: All
Avoid: None

  Department: 

Primary: Marketing
Secondary: IT

Title:

Primary: VPs
Secondary: Director

 Environmental Details

  Technical

cumbersome internal systems 
existence of manual and
cumbersome processes
outdated webtools or using the
wrong platform
lack of automation or needed
tools, lack of knowledge of latest
web tools and techniques

  Business

need to increase sales and
marketing effectiveness
business process are slow and
not efficient
not able to drive the needed
sales or activity through current
website
slow and broken processes,
systems are not able to be
customized to meet business
requirements

Personal

trouble meeting their marketing
targets and objectives
don't have the right tools and
support

 
Introduction to
Gatekeeper

 Hello, I am trying to connect with [insert name or title]. Can you point me in the right direction?

http://salesscripter.com/cold-call-calling-script/?utm_source=Ebook&utm_medium=Do's%20and%20Don'ts&utm_campaign=Ebooks
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The ColD Call InTroDuCTIon

When you first connect with a prospect, you will need to introduce yourself and state a 
purpose for the call. This is a very important part of the call as you need to say something 
that both grabs the prospect’s attention and tells why they should stop what they are 
doing to talk with you. 

What is in it for me?

One thing to always keep in mind is that the main thing that the prospect cares about is 
“What is in it for me?” If you are performing true cold calling, then you are going to be 
talking with prospects that have not expressed interest in what you sell. They might not 
care at this point about your products, what they do, and the company that you work for. 

What the prospect might care about is how you can improve things for them. Below are 
some things that a typical business owner or manager might want to improve: 

 É Increasing revenue

 É Decreasing costs

 É Making processes better, easier, quick-
er, more automated

 É Making the employees perform better

 É Improve the delivery of business ser-
vices

 É Making customers happier

Tailor your introduction so that you commu-
nicate how you help with areas like these and 
this will help you to answer the question of “What is in it for me?”

http://salesscripter.com/cold-call-calling-script/?utm_source=Ebook&utm_medium=Do's%20and%20Don'ts&utm_campaign=Ebooks
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focus on Your Value

One way to clearly and concisely communicate how you help in your introduction is to 
deliver some sort of value statement. This is a one sentence statement that describes 

the value that your products or servic-
es offer. The key thing here is that your 
value offered is not what your products 
do; it is what they help your customers 
to do or to achieve. 

When you identify the value that you 
have to offer, you can then develop 
your value statement and that can 
used at the beginning of your call as 
part of your introduction. Your value 
statement will be more likely to grab 

the prospect’s attention, will tell them why they should talk to you, and will answer their 
question of “What is in it for me?”

 Focus on your products, your role, or your company in your intro-
duction.

 Include a value statement in your introduction to tell your pros-
pect what is in it for them and why they should stop what they 
are doing to talk with you.

SalesScripter

will help you to develop your value statement.

  

ELEVATOR PITCH

Simple Technical Value Statements
 
Description: A simple value statement that goes straight to the technical value that is offered.

We help businesses to improve their external and internal online communications.
We help businesses to increase the level of custom functionality and automation in their operations.
We help businesses to improve their external and internal online communications.

Simple Business Value Statements
 
Description: A simple value statement that goes straight to the business value that is offered.

We help businesses to increase their sales and marketing effectiveness.
We help businesses to improve their business processes and efficiency.
We help businesses to increase their sales and marketing effectiveness.

Simple Personal Value Statements
 
Description:A simple value statement that goes straight to the Personal value that is offered.

We help Marketing VPss to meet their annual marketing objectives.
We help Marketing VPss to meet their annual marketing objectives.

Product-based Statements
 
Description: Statements that describe the products or services offered.

We provide web design and development services.
We provide web design and development services.

Product Description Statements
 
Description: Statements that describe what the products or services that you provide do.

We provide solutions (services) that help with (to) implementing and improving websites and back-end systems.

Statements that Connect Technical Value and Business Value
 
Description: Statements that share the technical and business value offered and how they are connected.

We help businesses to improve their external and internal online communications and this can typically lead to 

http://salesscripter.com/cold-call-calling-script/?utm_source=Ebook&utm_medium=Do's%20and%20Don'ts&utm_campaign=Ebooks
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CheCkInG aVaIlabIlITY

When cold calling, you are calling someone unexpectedly and your call is technically 
uninvited so you need to be completely respectful of the prospect’s time. 

Think of Talking with a Coworker

Consider a scenario where you go to talk with a coworker without having a meeting 
on the schedule. When you get to the coworker’s office, you notice that they are busy 
working on something. Would you just sit down, interrupt what they are doing and start 
talking about what is on your mind? The best first step to take here is to check to see if 
the coworker is busy or if they have a moment. This is helpful because you may have no 
idea what the coworker is working on and what is going on in their head at that particular 
moment. They might be right in the middle of something that is very important and they 
are completely unavailable to talk with you. 

If you really wanted to handle things smoothly when trying to talk to a coworker without 
a meeting scheduled, you could first peek your head in the doorway of their office and ask 
them if they have a moment to talk. This simple step accomplishes a lot of different things:

 É You will be proceeding with permission

 É You will know that you are not interrupting anything

 É You have just bought yourself a window of time to work with

 É You have shown the coworker that you respect their time

 É You will add to the level of rapport that you have with the coworker

 É You minimize the possibility being a disruption

applying to Cold Calling

You can apply this exact same logic when cold calling as you really have no idea what is 
going on with the prospect at the time of your call. As a result, it can be helpful to check 
in at the beginning of the call to make sure the prospect has a couple of minutes avail-
able to talk. 

http://salesscripter.com/cold-call-calling-script/?utm_source=Ebook&utm_medium=Do's%20and%20Don'ts&utm_campaign=Ebooks
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 Jump right into your cold call without checking to see if the pros-
pect is busy.

 Check to make sure the prospect is available before proceeding 
with your call.

It is important to point out that asking if the prospect is available during a cold call is 
actually a debatable topic as there are many that will say that your prospects are always 
busy so why ask if they are and give them an opportunity to get rid of you by telling you 
that they are busy. 

The truth is that, yes, your prospects are always busy. And that is one of the reasons why 
this is an important tactic to consider. The key thing to identify here is whether or not 
your prospect is normal busy or crazy busy. Normal busy is where the prospect is at their 
desk and busy working on normal daily tasks and could stop what they are doing without 
causing a major disruption. Crazy busy is where the prospect answered the phone but is 
really not available to talk for even a few minutes due to dealing with a fire, right in the 
middle of something, someone sitting in their office, etc.

The reason to determine whether the prospect is normal busy or crazy busy is that we 
might not want to try to get into the flow of our cold call when the prospect is crazy busy 
as we will not have their full attention and will not get much time to work with. And if 
we try to power through, we could negatively impact the image that we make as we will 
begin to become a disruption. 

While we recommend checking to make sure the prospect is available, we do not recom-
mend confirming this by asking if the prospect is “busy” from a wording perspective. If 
you ask the prospect if they are busy, the answer has a very high probability to be “yes” 
and that would not get you going in the right direction. Another reason to not use the word 
“busy” is that you might present yourself as not having something of value to offer them 
since you are worried that they might be too busy for you. Think if I had a bag of money to 
give you. I would not worry about you being too busy to discuss the bag of money.

http://salesscripter.com/cold-call-calling-script/?utm_source=Ebook&utm_medium=Do's%20and%20Don'ts&utm_campaign=Ebooks
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A great way to handle this is to replace asking if they are busy with asking if you have 
caught them in the middle of something. Of course they are busy and we are safe to 
always assume that. But identifying if they are in the middle of something determines 
whether or not they have at least a minute or two to talk or if we should call them back 
at another time.

 Ask if the prospect if they are “busy” when confirming availabil-
ity. They are always “busy”.

 Ask the prospect if you have caught them in the middle of some-
thing when confirming availability.

If you do identify that the prospect is in the middle of something, it might not be the best 
time for you to try to execute your cold call. Not only will they not be as responsive to 
what you try to accomplish on the call, but you may also damage the level of rapport by 
trying to keep the call going. In this situation, you can let the prospect determine wheth-
er to continue or not by simply saying, “Oh I understand. I can be very brief or I can call 
back at another time, which would you prefer?” 

 Push through with the call if the prospect says that they are in 
the middle of something.

 If the prospect is in the middle of something, let them determine 
whether to continue by saying, “Oh I understand. I can be very 
brief or I can call back at another time, which would you prefer?”.
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GeTTInG arounD GaTekeePerS

You can sometimes spend as much 
as 50% of your time cold calling 
dealing with gatekeepers. With that 
being such a large percentage, sim-
ply improving how you handle this 
one area can lead to an improve-
ment in your results.

One thing that it is important to not 
do with gatekeepers is to get too 
upset when they are being difficult. 
This is an important thing to remem-
ber as it can be very deflating when 
getting repeatedly blocked out and 
treated poorly by gatekeepers. Just 
keep in mind that they are just doing 
their job when they are difficult and 
that it is nothing personal against 
you. And in most cases, they have 
been given strict instructions to not 
let any cold callers in.

 Take it personally or seriously when a gatekeeper is difficult and 
rude to you.

 Remember that they are just doing their job and usually have been 
given strict instructions to not let any cold callers in.
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are you a friend or foe?

One thing that the gatekeeper will try to do is determine if you are “friend” or “foe”. The 
best way to think of who they see as a friend is someone who is not calling to sell some-
thing. Although, a sales person can be seen as a friend if they are already doing business 
with the company. A foe is a sales person that is calling to sell something and more of 
an outsider trying to get in. 

From the moment the gatekeeper hears you ask to speak to somebody, they will focus on 
trying to determine if you are a foe. And once they are able to identify you as a foe, they 
will then know that it is their responsibility to keep you out and everything that they do 
will be toward this goal. As a result, you must do what you can to prevent yourself from 
getting labeled as a foe.

One of the main ways that the gatekeeper will try to identify if you are a sales person is 
to ask you “What is this call in regards to?” If you were to answer that with a direct and 
honest answer, you may end up responding with something like:

 É I am calling to schedule a meeting.

 É I am calling to introduce myself.

 É I am calling to learn more about your needs.

 É I am calling to see if you all need what we provide.

http://salesscripter.com/cold-call-calling-script/?utm_source=Ebook&utm_medium=Do's%20and%20Don'ts&utm_campaign=Ebooks
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A response from you that is anywhere close to any of those will alert the gatekeeper that 
you are indeed a sales person and it is time to block you out. 

One very simple thing to do when the gatekeeper asks you this is to respond with your 
value statement. For example, “The reason why I am calling is that we help businesses 
to decrease their cost of goods sold.” This does not necessarily tell the gatekeeper to let 
you in, but it also does not tell him to immediately shut you down. 

It is also more difficult for the gatekeeper to respond to your value statement with an 
objection. “We do not need that” or “we are not interested in that” will not make sense 
for them to say as just about everybody could benefit from the value that you offer. 
For example, if your value statement is “we help businesses to decrease their inventory 
cost”, it is will not make much sense for a gatekeeper to say, “We are not interested in 
decreasing our inventory cost.” 

 Respond to the “What is this in regards to?” with an answer that 
makes you look like a sales person.

 Respond to “What is this in regards to?” with your value 
statement.

SalesScripter

will provide you with objection responses for you 
to use when getting blocked by gatekeepers.

  

OBJECTION MAP

Description: This is an indirect cold call script and that refers to the fact that the script is designed to create a
conversation versus going directly for the close.

 
Objection  Response
 
I am busy right now.  Oh, OK. I can be very brief or I can call you back at another time.

 
What is this in regards
to?

 (Redirect to value statement)

We help businesses to automate and manage the process of finding, closing and
keeping customers.?
We help businesses to increase sales, improve profitability and strengthen
customer relationships.
We help sales VP of Sales and CEOs to increase income, advance their career,
and reduce stress..

 
Who are you with?  I am with the SalesNexus. (Redirect to value statement)

We help businesses to automate and manage the process of finding, closing and
keeping customers.
We help businesses to increase sales, improve profitability and strengthen
customer relationships.
We help sales VP of Sales and CEOs to increase income, advance their career,
and reduce stress..

 
What do you do?  (Redirect to value statement)

We help businesses to automate and manage the process of finding, closing and
keeping customers.
We help businesses to increase sales, improve profitability and strengthen
customer relationships.
We help sales VP of Sales and CEOs to increase income, advance their career,
and reduce stress..

 
I am not interested.  I understand. (OPTIONAL: And I want you to know that we are not trying to sell anything at

this point.) (OPTIONAL: I am not even really sure if what we have is a good fit for you. That
is why I had a question or two, if you have a couple of minutes.) (Redirect to one of the

http://salesscripter.com/cold-call-calling-script/?utm_source=Ebook&utm_medium=Do's%20and%20Don'ts&utm_campaign=Ebooks
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name Drop to Create Social Proof

Another thing that you can do to make the gatekeeper feel like you are more of a friend 
than foe is to name drop other people in the organization that you have talked to or met 
with. Even if the gatekeeper senses that you are sales person, hearing that you are al-
ready in contact with other people in the organization will tell him that you are not a foe 
and it is OK to let you in.

If you have not spoken to anybody yet, which is often the case when cold calling, you can 
name drop individuals in the organization that you are planning to reach out to. For ex-
ample, something like below can make you sound like you are not completely an outsider 
even though you are:

“We are planning to meet with Martha Gonzales, but would like to reach out the 
IT director prior to that. Can you point me in the right direction?”

 Name drop individuals in the organization to present the image 
that you are more of an insider than outsider.
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ask your Qualifying Questions

Sometimes you might feel like you have reached a stalemate with a gatekeeper and they 
have done a good job of blocking you out. When you reach a point like this, one option 
to use is to ask the gatekeeper some of your qualifying questions. For example, you can 
say something like below:

“I understand. If I could ask you real quick, do you know when the last time you all 
performed an AP audit was?”

This can be powerful for a few reasons:

 É This can help to keep the conversation going versus the gatekeeper bringing the 
call to an end. 

 É The gatekeeper may have some valuable knowledge and you might be able to use 
this opportunity to extract some key information. 

 É If the gatekeeper is not able to answer your questions, this presents a reason why 
you need to get connected with the person they are blocking you from talking to.

 When you hit a dead-end with a gatekeeper, ask them your quali-
fying questions.

SalesScripter

will provide you with qualifying questions that 
you can ask the gatekeeper.

  

QUALIFYING QUESTIONS

Technical Questions
 
Description: These are soft qualifying questions to determine if there is a potential fit for the prospect with what you have
to offer from a technical standpoint.

What process do you use to get a picture of your IT infrastructure, services and applications?
How do you get an understanding of all the resources, services, and infrastructure that each critical application
depends on?
How do you keep all of the information about an individual piece of infrastructure or application up-to-date?

Business Questions
 
Description: These are soft qualifying questions to determine if there is a potential fit for the prospect with what you have
to offer from a business standpoint.

Are you interested in improving your ability to reduce customer and end-user complaints?
How do you feel about your ability to keep up with complex and rapidly changing technologies?
How do you feel about your ability to meet the demands and pressures from the business units?

Personal Questions
 
Description: These are soft qualifying questions to determine if there is a potential fit for the prospect with what you have
to offer from a personal standpoint.

Are you looking to make more money?
Are you working longer hours than you would like to?
How happy are you with your position in the company?

Need vs. Want Questions
 
Description: These are hard qualifying questions to determine if there prospect's level of interest is more built on a true
need or if it is more of a "want". If it is a want, the prospect is not as qualified.

What happens if you do not do anything and do not make a purchase or make any changes?
What improvements will you see if move forward with this purchase?
Is there at date when this purchase needs to be made?
What happens if the purchase is not made by that date?
What is the time frame that the project needs to work along?

Availability of Funding Questions
 
Description: These are hard qualifying questions to determine how available funding is should the prospect decide to
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QualIfYInG The ProSPeCT

Whether selling over the phone or face-to-face, we can easily fall into the trap of trying 
to sell to anyone that will give us their attention. The reality is that not everybody fits well 
with what you have to offer and you should not waste your valuable time with someone 
that does not fit well.

To help protect everybody’s time, include some questions to qualify or at least prequalify 
the prospect to identify if it makes sense to continue talking.

 Try to sell to everybody that will take your call.

 Ask a few questions to prequalify the prospect to make sure it 
even makes sense to talk.

SalesScripter

will provide you with the key questions that you 
should ask to qualify prospects.

  

QUALIFYING QUESTIONS

Technical Questions
 
Description: These are soft qualifying questions to determine if there is a potential fit for the prospect with what you have
to offer from a technical standpoint.

What process do you use to get a picture of your IT infrastructure, services and applications?
How do you get an understanding of all the resources, services, and infrastructure that each critical application
depends on?
How do you keep all of the information about an individual piece of infrastructure or application up-to-date?

Business Questions
 
Description: These are soft qualifying questions to determine if there is a potential fit for the prospect with what you have
to offer from a business standpoint.

Are you interested in improving your ability to reduce customer and end-user complaints?
How do you feel about your ability to keep up with complex and rapidly changing technologies?
How do you feel about your ability to meet the demands and pressures from the business units?

Personal Questions
 
Description: These are soft qualifying questions to determine if there is a potential fit for the prospect with what you have
to offer from a personal standpoint.

Are you looking to make more money?
Are you working longer hours than you would like to?
How happy are you with your position in the company?

Need vs. Want Questions
 
Description: These are hard qualifying questions to determine if there prospect's level of interest is more built on a true
need or if it is more of a "want". If it is a want, the prospect is not as qualified.

What happens if you do not do anything and do not make a purchase or make any changes?
What improvements will you see if move forward with this purchase?
Is there at date when this purchase needs to be made?
What happens if the purchase is not made by that date?
What is the time frame that the project needs to work along?

Availability of Funding Questions
 
Description: These are hard qualifying questions to determine how available funding is should the prospect decide to
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Asking some qualifying questions on a cold call can help for a number of reasons:

 É Shifts focus of the call from you to the prospect
 É Makes the call more interactive and engaging
 É Gives a purpose to the call
 É Extracts valuable information
 É Helps you to protect your valuable time
 É Makes you seem more professional, less pushy

find Pain when Qualifying

One thing to look for when qualifying 
the prospect over a cold call is if they 
have any of the pain that you help to re-
solve. If the prospect does not have any 
of the challenges that you can help with, 
it might not make sense to spend too 
much time talking with them as even if 
you are persuasive enough to get discus-
sions going, if things are working pretty 
well in the area that you help with, they might not be able to justify spending money on 
your products and services.

 Spend your valuable time with prospects that don’t have any pain 
in the areas that you help with.

 Try to determine if the prospect has pain that you typically help 
to resolve when qualifying during a cold call.

SalesScripter

will help you to identify the key pain points that 
you should look for when talking with prospects.

  

OBJECTION MAP

Description: This is an indirect cold call script and that refers to the fact that the script is designed to create a
conversation versus going directly for the close.

 
Objection  Response
 
I am busy right now.  Oh, OK. I can be very brief or I can call you back at another time.

 
What is this in regards
to?

 (Redirect to value statement)

We help businesses to automate and manage the process of finding, closing and
keeping customers.?
We help businesses to increase sales, improve profitability and strengthen
customer relationships.
We help sales VP of Sales and CEOs to increase income, advance their career,
and reduce stress..

 
Who are you with?  I am with the SalesNexus. (Redirect to value statement)

We help businesses to automate and manage the process of finding, closing and
keeping customers.
We help businesses to increase sales, improve profitability and strengthen
customer relationships.
We help sales VP of Sales and CEOs to increase income, advance their career,
and reduce stress..

 
What do you do?  (Redirect to value statement)

We help businesses to automate and manage the process of finding, closing and
keeping customers.
We help businesses to increase sales, improve profitability and strengthen
customer relationships.
We help sales VP of Sales and CEOs to increase income, advance their career,
and reduce stress..

 
I am not interested.  I understand. (OPTIONAL: And I want you to know that we are not trying to sell anything at

this point.) (OPTIONAL: I am not even really sure if what we have is a good fit for you. That
is why I had a question or two, if you have a couple of minutes.) (Redirect to one of the
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DISarmInG The ProSPeCT

When a prospect answers your call, they will have their guard up at a medium level as 
they will be trying to determine who you are and what you want. Everything that you say 
will either get them to increase or decrease this guardedness.

There are two things that you can consciously do to help keep their guard at a medium 
level and possibly get them to lower it. The first thing you want to do is avoid sounding 
like a sales person as much as possible. This is accomplished by minimizing the amount 
of focus that you put on your products, your role, and your company. As soon as you 
start to go into detail in any of those areas, alerts start to go off on the prospect’s side 
saying “SALES PERSON TRYING TO SELL SOMETHING! GET AWAY!!”

The second thing that you can do to decrease the prospect’s guard 
is to share a disqualification statement with the prospect. This is a 
statement that doubts or questions whether or not the prospect fits 
with what you are calling about. Here are some examples:

 É I don’t know if you need what we provide.
 É I don’t know if it makes sense for us to talk.
 É I don’t know if you are the right person to speak with.

When you drop a statement like this early in a call, it can be powerful 
as it tells the prospect that you are not going to push something on them that they do not 
need and that you are looking out for their best interest. This can not only help to disarm 
the prospect and decrease their guardedness, but it can also help to build rapport.

 Try not to say anything early in a call that makes you sound like 
sales person selling something as this will trigger the prospect’s 
guardedness.

 Include a disqualify statement early in a call to disarm the prospect.
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DealInG WITh objeCTIonS

The bad news—you are guaranteed to face objections on just about every cold call. The 
good news—there are only around 10 objections that you will consistently face. Here are 
some examples of objections that will regularly come up:

 É I am busy right now.

 É I am not interested. 

 É We already use something today.

 É What is this call in regards to?

 É Just send me some information.

 É We are not looking at making any changes.

 É We do not have budget right now.

A small step that can have a big impact is to sim-
ply list out the objections that you anticipate facing 
and then prepare responses for each that have a good 
chance of keeping the conversation going.

 Try to “wing it” and improvise when it comes to the objections 
that you are sure to face.

 List out objections that you can anticipate facing and prepare 
responses that stand to keep conversations going for each objection.

SalesScripter

will provide you with an objections map that will list 
out responses to all of the most common objections.

  

OBJECTION MAP

Description: This is an indirect cold call script and that refers to the fact that the script is designed to create a
conversation versus going directly for the close.

 
Objection  Response
 
I am busy right now.  Oh, OK. I can be very brief or I can call you back at another time.

 
What is this in regards
to?

 (Redirect to value statement)

We help businesses to automate and manage the process of finding, closing and
keeping customers.?
We help businesses to increase sales, improve profitability and strengthen
customer relationships.
We help sales VP of Sales and CEOs to increase income, advance their career,
and reduce stress..

 
Who are you with?  I am with the SalesNexus. (Redirect to value statement)

We help businesses to automate and manage the process of finding, closing and
keeping customers.
We help businesses to increase sales, improve profitability and strengthen
customer relationships.
We help sales VP of Sales and CEOs to increase income, advance their career,
and reduce stress..

 
What do you do?  (Redirect to value statement)

We help businesses to automate and manage the process of finding, closing and
keeping customers.
We help businesses to increase sales, improve profitability and strengthen
customer relationships.
We help sales VP of Sales and CEOs to increase income, advance their career,
and reduce stress..

 
I am not interested.  I understand. (OPTIONAL: And I want you to know that we are not trying to sell anything at

this point.) (OPTIONAL: I am not even really sure if what we have is a good fit for you. That
is why I had a question or two, if you have a couple of minutes.) (Redirect to one of the
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Try to Get around the objection

Another thing to consider with objections is how best to respond. Our natural instinct 
will be to try to respond by resolving or overcoming the objection. For example, when 
the prospect says she is not interested—I feel like I need to try to make her interested in 
order to keep going. This natural instinct actually leads you down a bad path as the cold 
call is not the right time to try to overcome an objection as you simply don’t have the 
time to work with to try to take on something so ambitious. 

Not only is trying to resolve the objection a big task to take on, it is really not necessary 
as you do not need to resolve the objection to keep the call going, which is really your 
main goal at that point. As a result, resist your natural urge to resolve the objection and 
just focus on trying to keep the call going. 

 Try to resolve the objection.

 Focus on just trying to keep the call going when facing an objection.

One way to keep the call going without trying to resolve the objection is to redirect the 
conversation into a new, yet still related area. An easy way to do this is to redirect to one 
of your qualifying questions or common pain points.

 Redirect the objection by responding with one of your qualifying 
questions or a common pain point that you resolve.

SalesScripter

will provide you qualifying questions and pain 
points that can be used to redirect objections.

  

QUALIFYING QUESTIONS

Technical Questions
 
Description: These are soft qualifying questions to determine if there is a potential fit for the prospect with what you have
to offer from a technical standpoint.

What process do you use to get a picture of your IT infrastructure, services and applications?
How do you get an understanding of all the resources, services, and infrastructure that each critical application
depends on?
How do you keep all of the information about an individual piece of infrastructure or application up-to-date?

Business Questions
 
Description: These are soft qualifying questions to determine if there is a potential fit for the prospect with what you have
to offer from a business standpoint.

Are you interested in improving your ability to reduce customer and end-user complaints?
How do you feel about your ability to keep up with complex and rapidly changing technologies?
How do you feel about your ability to meet the demands and pressures from the business units?

Personal Questions
 
Description: These are soft qualifying questions to determine if there is a potential fit for the prospect with what you have
to offer from a personal standpoint.

Are you looking to make more money?
Are you working longer hours than you would like to?
How happy are you with your position in the company?

Need vs. Want Questions
 
Description: These are hard qualifying questions to determine if there prospect's level of interest is more built on a true
need or if it is more of a "want". If it is a want, the prospect is not as qualified.

What happens if you do not do anything and do not make a purchase or make any changes?
What improvements will you see if move forward with this purchase?
Is there at date when this purchase needs to be made?
What happens if the purchase is not made by that date?
What is the time frame that the project needs to work along?

Availability of Funding Questions
 
Description: These are hard qualifying questions to determine how available funding is should the prospect decide to
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manaGInG The Call

Once you connect with a prospect, it is up to you to manage the flow and direction of the 
call. One of the more important things to keep in mind is the length of the call. A cold call 
should only last between 2 to 5 minutes. Any longer and you are either moving too slow-
ly or you have progressed beyond the cold call and moved into the next stage of your 
sales process.

Go for the appointment

If you get into a good conversation 
with the prospect, it can sometimes 
make sense to try to wrap up the call 
and reposition the deeper discussion 
for another day and schedule an ap-
pointment or meeting. Getting back 
together at a later time will typically 
provide you more time and attention 
with the prospect compared to getting 
into a discussion during the cold call. 

 Let a cold call go past 5 minutes, it should only last between 2 to 
5 minutes.

 If you get into a good discussion on a cold call, slow down the 
conversation and reposition the discussion for another day in the 
form of an appointment or meeting.

Of course there are also times to just roll with it when you find yourself getting into a 
deeper conversation on a cold call. This can be the case when your sale is more trans-
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actional and you can possibly close the sale right there or if you are talking to someone 
that you think it will be difficult to connect with again. 

focus on the Prospect

One natural instinct that we all have is want-
ing to talk about ourselves. Applying that to 
sales people, we can jump at a chance to talk 
about our products and company. Going with 
this urge on a cold call can be detrimental for 
a few reasons:

 É The prospect is not in “buying” mode

 É The prospect’s guard is at a medium 
level and will start to increase

 É This is an “all about me” approach—my products, my company

 É This does not create a real engaging conversation

 É This does not answer “what is in it for me?”

One very powerful change to make when trying to manage the flow and direction of the 
call is to try to avoid talking about yourself and instead focus on the prospect. A good 
way to do this is to shift from talking about your details toward asking questions about 
the prospects needs and what they are doing. Focus on your qualifying questions and the 
prospect’s pain. This will not only help you to grab and maintain the prospect’s attention, 
but it will also help you to extract very valuable information. 
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80 / 20 rule

You will need to talk about yourself at some point 
on the call. One approach for this is to focus 80% 
of the cold call on the prospect and 20% on you. A 
good flow is to focus the beginning and middle of the 
call on the prospect and then use the end to share 
information about you and how you help your clients 
or customers. To stay within the 20% range, the goal 
is to build just enough interest to get the prospect to 
agree to move to the next stage your sales process.

 Talk primarily about yourself, your products, and your company 
on a cold call.

 Focus more on the prospect to grab and maintain their attention 
and to extract valuable information.

 Try to use the 80/20 rule with spending 80% of the cold call on 
the prospect and 20% on you.

 Try to build just enough interest for the prospect to agree to 
move to the next stage in your sales process.

SalesScripter

provides some call script outlines that will help 
you manage the flow of your cold calls.

  

Call Script - Qualify Focus

Description: This is an indirect cold call script and that refers to the fact that the script is designed to create a
conversation versus going directly for the close.

 
Objective:  Option A: in person meeting

Option B: virtual meeting 
 
Ideal Prospect    Demographic Details

Geography: Houston

Size: $10 mil to $500 mil

  Industry:

Focus: All
Avoid: None

  Department: 

Primary: Marketing
Secondary: IT

Title:

Primary: VPs
Secondary: Director

 Environmental Details

  Technical

cumbersome internal systems 
existence of manual and
cumbersome processes
outdated webtools or using the
wrong platform
lack of automation or needed
tools, lack of knowledge of latest
web tools and techniques

  Business

need to increase sales and
marketing effectiveness
business process are slow and
not efficient
not able to drive the needed
sales or activity through current
website
slow and broken processes,
systems are not able to be
customized to meet business
requirements

Personal

trouble meeting their marketing
targets and objectives
don't have the right tools and
support

 
Introduction to
Gatekeeper

 Hello, I am trying to connect with [insert name or title]. Can you point me in the right direction?
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buIlDInG InTereST

At some point in the cold call, you will need to try to get the prospect interested in what 
you have to offer. One trap that we can easily fall into here is trying to build interest to 
point where the prospect is ready to buy. We need to be careful of this as this is a goal 
that is too ambitious for a cold call and focusing on that goal will decrease your results 
and your ability to get prospects to move forward.

build just enough Interest

Another way to go is simply focus on building enough interest so that the prospect is 
interested in continuing the conversation and continuing to the next stage in your sales 
process. This is a much lower bar and much more attainable during a 2 to 5 minute con-
versation.

 Try to build interest to the level of the prospect wanting buy 
your product during a cold call.

 Focus on building enough interest so that the prospect is interested 
in continuing the conversation and moving on to the next stage in 
your sales process.

You have Control over building Interest

It can be easy to sometimes feel like there is not much 
you can do to build interest—the prospect will either 
be interested and need what you are selling or they 
won’t and there is not much that you can do other 
than talk about what your products do to generate in-
terest. This is not a valid line of thinking as there are 
many things that you can include into what you say 
during a cold call to trigger interest and curiosity.
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One thing to keep in mind is that when cold calling, you are typically calling a prospect 
that has not raised their hand or expressed interest for what you sell and they are not 
likely in any type of “buying mode” when they answer your call. As a result, talking about 
your products and what they do might not be the most powerful way to trigger interest. 
This approach could actually trigger the prospect to think “who cares?” and “uh oh, a 
sales person selling something, must get rid of them.”

What is in it for me?
You may be asking yourself, “If we can’t talk about our 
products and company, how are we going to build inter-
est?” To start to answer this, one thing to never lose sight 
of is that, whether selling over the phone or in person, the 
main thing that the prospect cares about is “What is in it 
for me?” They don’t care about all the great things your 
product does. What they care about is what your product 
can help them to do.

Describing the features and functionality of your products does not answer this question 
for the prospect. What does answer this is communicating the value that your products 
and services have to offer. This is how your products help the client or what they help them 
to achieve. When you shift your messaging to focusing on the value that you offer, not only 
will you be able to grab the prospects attention, you will be able to trigger interest.

 Describe the features and functionality of your products to create 
interest.

 Focus on the value that your products offer and what they will 
help your clients to do and achieve to build interest.

SalesScripter

will help you to communicate the value that you offer.

  

ELEVATOR PITCH

Simple Technical Value Statements
 
Description: A simple value statement that goes straight to the technical value that is offered.

We help businesses to improve their external and internal online communications.
We help businesses to increase the level of custom functionality and automation in their operations.
We help businesses to improve their external and internal online communications.

Simple Business Value Statements
 
Description: A simple value statement that goes straight to the business value that is offered.

We help businesses to increase their sales and marketing effectiveness.
We help businesses to improve their business processes and efficiency.
We help businesses to increase their sales and marketing effectiveness.

Simple Personal Value Statements
 
Description:A simple value statement that goes straight to the Personal value that is offered.

We help Marketing VPss to meet their annual marketing objectives.
We help Marketing VPss to meet their annual marketing objectives.

Product-based Statements
 
Description: Statements that describe the products or services offered.

We provide web design and development services.
We provide web design and development services.

Product Description Statements
 
Description: Statements that describe what the products or services that you provide do.

We provide solutions (services) that help with (to) implementing and improving websites and back-end systems.

Statements that Connect Technical Value and Business Value
 
Description: Statements that share the technical and business value offered and how they are connected.

We help businesses to improve their external and internal online communications and this can typically lead to 
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building Interest Silver bullets

When you are describing how you help, there are some very subtle statements that you 
can say to trigger curiosity and interest on the prospect’s side and some categories of 
those are listed below:

 É Share ROI details

 É Share client success story

 É Be quantifiable in how you can and have helped

 É Explain how you differ from other options

 É Paint a picture of a future state with using your product or service

 É Describe the impact of doing nothing

SalesScripter

will help you to develop statements that can 
trigger interest on a cold call.

  

ELEVATOR PITCH

Simple Technical Value Statements
 
Description: A simple value statement that goes straight to the technical value that is offered.

We help businesses to improve their external and internal online communications.
We help businesses to increase the level of custom functionality and automation in their operations.
We help businesses to improve their external and internal online communications.

Simple Business Value Statements
 
Description: A simple value statement that goes straight to the business value that is offered.

We help businesses to increase their sales and marketing effectiveness.
We help businesses to improve their business processes and efficiency.
We help businesses to increase their sales and marketing effectiveness.

Simple Personal Value Statements
 
Description:A simple value statement that goes straight to the Personal value that is offered.

We help Marketing VPss to meet their annual marketing objectives.
We help Marketing VPss to meet their annual marketing objectives.

Product-based Statements
 
Description: Statements that describe the products or services offered.

We provide web design and development services.
We provide web design and development services.

Product Description Statements
 
Description: Statements that describe what the products or services that you provide do.

We provide solutions (services) that help with (to) implementing and improving websites and back-end systems.

Statements that Connect Technical Value and Business Value
 
Description: Statements that share the technical and business value offered and how they are connected.

We help businesses to improve their external and internal online communications and this can typically lead to 
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leaVInG VoICemaIl 

Unfortunately, one of the biggest chal-
lenges that you will face when cold call-
ing today is just getting prospects to an-
swer their phone. There are a few factors 
that influence this trend:

 É Prospects able to screen calls with 
Caller ID

 É The decision makers you are try-
ing to reach are in meetings all day 
and away from their desk

 É When the prospect is at their desk, 
they are too busy to answer the 
phone

 É The prospect gets cold calls from 
sales people all day and cannot 
answer any incoming calls or they 
would talk to sales people all day

Those factors are simply part of the world 
that we live in and there is not much that we can do to change any of those. And how 
they impact us is that we can spend more than 50% of our prospecting time reaching 
voicemail boxes.

a key assumption to make

With all of that being what it is, it is helpful to have some sort of game plan for how to 
handle voicemail. And before we look at what to do, let’s point out one very important 
assumption to keep in mind and that is to assume that the prospect is not likely to return 
your call from a cold call voicemail message, regardless of what you say. This is a safe 
assumption based on four very reasonable factors:
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1. The prospect is not interested: The prospect may have zero interest in what you 
are calling about. This does not mean that they will never have interest; they just 
do not have interest at the time that you leave the message because a voicemail 
message is not a very effective method to use to create interest.

2. The prospect is too busy: The prospect is interested actually writes down your 
name and number and intends to call you back but never get around to it from 
being too busy.

3. The prospect waits for you to call back: The prospect hears your message and 
has some slight interest in talking to you, but knows that you are a sales person 
and you will probably call back and they do not return the call based on the ex-
pectation for you to call again. Or the prospect waits for you to call back based on 
ego and not feeling like they should have to call you back.

4. The prospect does not listen to your message: A decision maker can get so many 
voicemail messages from sales people that they might not even listen to all their 
messages or at least listen to every message in its entirety. 

If you agree with any of that, then it should be clear to see how it is safe to assume that 
there is a low probability that the prospect will return your call when you are cold calling, 
regardless of the message that you leave. That expectation can vary a little when you 
have spoken to the prospect before or when you are performing warm calling.

Why is this assumption important? Well, if the prospect is not likely to call you back, that 
should impact whether you leave a message or not, the message you leave, and your 
expectations and actions after the message is left.

What to Say on a message

If there is a low probability of the prospect returning your, this does not mean that you 
should not leave a message as voicemail is one additional tool that you can use to com-
municate with the prospect. Instead of using voicemail as a tool to trigger action from the 
prospect in the form of a call back, use it to deliver a message that educates the prospect 
on why you are calling and why it would make sense to briefly talk at some point. 
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 Have expectations that the prospect is going to return your 
voicemail when cold calling.

 Change the goal of your message from trying to get the prospect 
to call you back to a goal of trying to educate the prospect 
on why you are calling and why it would make sense for you to 
briefly talk at some point.

Here are some areas where you can focus to create a message that educates the pros-
pect on why you are calling and why they should talk with you:

 É Value: Share some brief details around the value that your products or services 
offer.

 É Pain: Outline some of the common pain points that your clients experience and 
that you help to resolve.

 É Name Drop: Share a brief example of how you helped one of your past or current 
customers.

 É ROI: Share some details on the ROI that you have helped your clients to achieve.

 É Differentiation: Briefly share how you differ from other companies out there that 
do what you do.

SalesScripter

will provide you with a number of voicemail scripts that 
are designed to educate the prospect and build interest.

  

Call Script - Qualify Focus

Description: This is an indirect cold call script and that refers to the fact that the script is designed to create a
conversation versus going directly for the close.

 
Objective:  Option A: in person meeting

Option B: virtual meeting 
 
Ideal Prospect    Demographic Details

Geography: Houston

Size: $10 mil to $500 mil

  Industry:

Focus: All
Avoid: None

  Department: 

Primary: Marketing
Secondary: IT

Title:

Primary: VPs
Secondary: Director

 Environmental Details

  Technical

cumbersome internal systems 
existence of manual and
cumbersome processes
outdated webtools or using the
wrong platform
lack of automation or needed
tools, lack of knowledge of latest
web tools and techniques

  Business

need to increase sales and
marketing effectiveness
business process are slow and
not efficient
not able to drive the needed
sales or activity through current
website
slow and broken processes,
systems are not able to be
customized to meet business
requirements

Personal

trouble meeting their marketing
targets and objectives
don't have the right tools and
support

 
Introduction to
Gatekeeper

 Hello, I am trying to connect with [insert name or title]. Can you point me in the right direction?
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maintain Control

Since you can assume that the prospect is likely to not call you back, tell the prospect 
you are going to call them back in place of asking them to call you. You can still leave 
your information in the event that they want to call you back.

“I will call you again tomorrow morning (or at the end of the week, or next week, etc.). 
If you would like to reach me in the meantime, you can call me at 555-555-5555.”

Not only does this prevent you from waiting around for the prospect to call back, it al-
lows you to keep the power to make the call back happen. This also allows you to prevent 
a scenario where you ask a prospect to call you and they do not call you back and you 
end up making the next call anyways. 

 Ask the prospect to call you back in your message.

 Tell the prospect that you will call them back and still leave your 
contact info in case they chose to call you prior to that.

To leave a message or not leave a message?

Another factor to think about is when to actually leave a voicemail message and when to 
hang up without leaving a message. There are a couple of factors to consider with this. 
First, it can be fairly time consuming to leave messages, especially if you are putting in a 
number of dials. If it takes 30 seconds to leave your message and you are making 50 to 
100 dials per day and you will have to listen to the prospect’s greeting before having the 
opportunity to record your message, you could spend almost an hour per day just leaving 
voicemail messages.

One way to decrease the amount of time adding up from leaving messages is to press 
#during the prospect’s greeting to go right to the point where recording your message be-
gins. This can eliminate time spent having to listen to the entire greeting, which can add up.
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The second factor to consider here is that after you leave a message, there is an implied 
rule that you need to let some time go by before you call the prospect again. For example, 
if I leave you a voicemail on Tuesday morning, I should probably wait a couple days to a 
week before calling you again otherwise I may look a little pushy, aggressive, or desper-
ate. But if I call you on a Tuesday 
morning and get your voicemail, 
I can hang up and call you back 
Tuesday afternoon and not be as 
concerned about making a neg-
ative impression because I am 
operating under the assumption 
that you do not know that I called 
you already. 

With everything that has been 
outlined so far, one approach 
that can make sense is to primar-
ily call without leaving voicemail 
messages so that you can keep calling the prospect back until you reach them and save 
time. But when your continued calling does not lead to connecting with the prospect, 
you can sporadically leave messages in an effort to educate the prospect on who you 
are, why you are calling, and why the prospect should talk with you. A good balance is 
to leave a message every 5 to 10 attempts, depending on the amount of time between 
attempts.

 Leave a voicemail message on every call attempt in so that you 
can keep calling back and maintain efficiency.

 Leave a message every 5 to 10 call attempts to educate the 
prospect on who you are, why you are calling, and why the 
prospect should talk with you.
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leaving Your Contact Info

Even though there is a low probability that the prospect returns our call from a voice-
mail, we still need to provide our contact info. And the worst thing that could happen is 
that the prospect wants to call you back but cannot easily get your contact info from the 
message. To help with this, say your phone number at a pace to match someone writing 
it down. 

Although, even if you speak clearly and slowly, there is a very good chance that an in-
terested prospect will not be able to get the phone number on the first pass. And no-
body likes to rewind a voicemail and listen to it again just to get the number. This can 
sometimes prevent an interested prospect from taking action and to prevent this, simply 
repeat your number twice at the end of your message.

“If you would like to reach me in the meantime, you can call me at 555-555-5555. 
Again this is Michael Halper, 555-555-5555.”

One last step that you can take to make sure the prospect has your information is to 
send an email to the prospect after every voicemail that you leave. Not only is an email 
an easier place for the prospect to extract your contact info, but it is also easier for them 
to save and access later on another day.

 Talk too fast when leaving your phone number.

 Share your phone number at a pace where someone could be writing 
it down at the same time and say the number again after that.

 Send a prospect an email after you leave a voicemail to help them 
to extract and save your contact information.
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uSInG emaIl To ImProVe ColD CallInG

With it becoming increasingly difficult to get prospects on the phone, it can be really 
helpful to incorporate email in you cold calling process. 

Three Cold Call email Types

Here are three types of emails that you can use as part of your cold calling.

1. Pre-Call Email

It can be help to send a prospect an email before making your cold call. This is helpful 
for a couple of reasons. First, you can warm up the call so that when you do get a hold 
of the prospect, they know who you are and why you are calling. Secondly, you could 
create a scenario where you are 
able to schedule a meeting over 
email without having to get the 
prospect on the phone.

2. Post-Voicemail Email 

When you do leave a voicemail 
message, a very effective best 
practice to follow is to email the 
prospect right after you leave the 
message. This begins to create 
a multi-touch effort—you have 
called directly, you have left a voicemail, and now you are sending an email. Your 
different contact methods can begin to reinforce one another and this can help to 
improve the odds of you getting noticed.

Another reason that this is important is that an email is a much easier way for the 
prospect to access and save your contact information. Having an email also provides 
an easier way for the prospect to respond versus having to pick up the phone to call 
you back.
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3. Post-Call Email 

When you are able to get the prospect on the phone, regardless of how long the 
conversation is, it can help to send an email to the prospect right after the call. The 
prospect may often prompt the step with the request for you to send over your in-
formation. But whether requested or not, a post-call email that includes some sort of 
summary of why you were calling or what you have to offer can be very helpful.

 Send the prospect an email before making your cold call to warm 
up the call and possibly connect without having to cold call.

 Follow up every voicemail message with an email.

 Send emails after speaking with prospects that communicate the 
value you offer and pain you resolve.

Create Templates

The three scenarios that prompt those cold call emails recur again and again. To prevent 
wasting valuable time and energy writing those out each time you need one, you can cre-
ate reusable templates that you can easily and quickly fire off when needed. 

If you decide to incorporate email templates, you can go about it a couple of ways. The 
first step is to create email templates for each of the different scenarios that you feel like 
you regularly come across. From there, you can those templates save as documents that 
you can copy and paste into what you use for email and send from there.

Another and more thorough way to incorporate cold call email templates is to set them 
up in a customer relationship management system. This will allow you to easily and 
quickly select and send the templates as you are making your calls.
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 Spend your valuable time writing out the same types of emails 
again and again.

 Create templates of emails for similar situations that can get 
reused again and again.

SalesScripter

will provide you with pre-call, post-call, and 
post-voicemail email templates.

email automation

One thing that can be helpful is to use a tool to automate and track the delivery of your 
emails. This will allow you to send out your email templates to a large list of prospects at 
one time increasing your efficiency and reach. 

In addition to that, most systems will allow you to and track the prospects that open and 
click links in your message. This is tremendously valuable data to use when cold calling 
as you can prioritize your effort by calling the prospects that open and click first as those 
are the prospects that are communicating the most interest with what you have to offer. 

 Use tools to send your emails out on a mass scale and track opens 
and clicks.

 Focus your cold calling on the prospects that open and click in your 
emails.

  

Pre-Call Email - Pain Focus

 
Description: This email is the first contact attempt with the prospect and designed to be an introduction that provides a
little information to at least make a future cold call warmer if there is not response to the email. It is designed to be brief
and primarily communicate technical and business pain points to try to capture attention and interest.

Timing: This email should be sent around 3 to 5 business days before a call is made to the prospect.

Subject line: don't know what to say and ask  

Attachment: Ideal to attach a company or product brochure/datasheet

Email body:

Hello [Prospect First Name],

To quickly introduce myself, I am with [Your Company] and we help sales people to know what to say when prospecting.

Reason for the email is that we find that it is very common for organizations like yours to face challenges with don't know
what to say and ask, are not asking good questions ,  

I actually don't know if you are concerned with any of those and that is why I am reaching out to you.  

I will try to give you a call next week. If you are interested in talking before then, I can schedule a attend our weekly
webinar next Tuesday or Thursday morning where we can show our methodology and solution.

Best Regards,

  [Your Name]
[Your Title]
[Your Company]
[Your Phone Number]
[Your Email Address]
 

Helpful information can be found at www.salesscripter.com/blog
Contact us at (713) 802-2026 / info@salesscripter.com

Copyright 2012 SalesScripter, LLC All Rights Reserved  
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CloSInG The ProSPeCT

At any given point in selling, you have two goals—an ultimate goal and an immediate 
goal. The ultimate goal is typically to close the sale. The immediate goal will vary but 
more often than not it is to get the prospect to move on to the next stage of the sales 
process. An example of an immediate goal may be to schedule an appointment, get the 
prospect to attend an event, gather information, get the prospect to agree to have a con-
versation, etc.

It is important to identify and separate these two goals because the ultimate goal of 
closing the sale is typically too much to try to achieve on the initial cold call. Unless your 
product is very transactional, in which case closing the sale might be both the ultimate 
and immediate goal.

 Identify what your ultimate goal and immediate goal is when cold 
calling.

 Focus on your ultimate goal when cold calling.

 Focus primarily on your immediate goal when cold calling.

This might sound like common sense or not something that you need to spend too much 
time thinking about. But the reality is that this is easy to forget when we get a prospect 
on the phone as we are somewhat wired to always be closing. Sometimes you really have 
to remind yourself that the only real goal that you need to focus on when cold calling is 
to get the prospect to go to the next step in the process:

 É Establish dialogue between your two companies

 É Open the lines of communications

 É Learn more about what they are doing today
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 É Share with them how you have helped some similar organizations

 É Simply have a conversation

This mindset shift also helps when you run into ob-
jections like “we are not interested”, “we do not have 
any budget”, and “we cannot make any changes right 
now”. If you are focused on the ultimate goal of try-
ing to sell your product, those are legitimate objec-
tions and reasons to shut you down—you are trying 
to sell the product and the prospect is not buying. 

But if your immediate goal is to move the prospect to 
the next stage in your sales process, which might be 
to have a conversation, those objections do not give 
the prospect a real reason to stop the process. Not 
being interested or not having budget is a valid rea-
son not to buy, but it is not a valid reason to not keep 

talking. For example, the prospect not having money or already using someone today is 
not a valid reason for them to simply meet with you to have a conversation.
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ConCluSIon

That completes our list of quick do’s and don’ts. One thing that we like about them is that 
they are all fairly easy to implement regardless of your existing level of skills and experi-
ence. We hope you find some of them to be new ideas that you can add to what you are 
already doing.

If you would like more information or help, please check out the Additional Resources 
section at the end of this book. Good luck and let us know if you have any questions!
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Michael Halper, author of The Cold Calling equation—
Problem SolVeD and creator of the SalesScripter, 
helps business owners and sales professionals to increase 
sales results by improving the areas of sales prospecting 
and lead generation.

Michael’s professional career was spent primarily in hunt-
ing roles working for technology companies where he was 
responsible for securing net new clients in undeveloped 
territories. Fighting in the trenches year after year and ex-
periencing both ups and downs helped him to develop a 
sales methodology that generated leads and sales results.

Today, Michael shares this expertise and methodology with others as founder and CEO 
of Launch Pad Solutions, LLC, a sales training and consulting firm, and also as founder 
and CEO of SalesScripter, LLC, a web-based solution that helps sales professionals to de-
velop their sales messaging. He is also President of the American Association of Inside 
Sales Professionals Houston Chapter.

Michael combines his real-world experience with a strong educational background in-
cluding a BBA in Marketing, an MBA in Management, a Graduate Certificate in Executive 
Coaching, and he is currently working on a Masters of Science in Organizational Behav-
ior at the University of Texas at Dallas. He is also a certified professional coach currently 
holding an ICF Associate Certified Coach credential.

View more information and connect with on Michael on LinkedIn here. 
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aDDITIonal reSourCeS 

If you found any of this information to be helpful, here are some additional resources that 
you can look into.

SalesScripter

You may have noticed some mentions of SalesScripter 
throughout this ebook. SalesScripter is a web-based ap-
plication that helps you to figure out what best to say when prospecting. It does this by 
asking you a few questions about what you sell and plugs the answers into a library of 
sales scripts, email templates, and sales tools. 

SalesScripter is completely aligned with all of the concepts outlined here and using it will 
help you to implement and adopt most of them. You can test out SalesScripter for com-
pletely no cost under the Scripter Basic subscription level. Click here to get started.

Sales Growth hub

The Sales Growth hub is a community where busi-
nesses and sales and marketing experts come together 
to help drive sales results. 

A rising tide raises all ships and that is what happens 
in the hub. We pay it forward first and that leads to 
businesses growing, lives changing, and communities 
strengthening.

There is no way to be an expert at everything. Come to 
the Sales Growth Hub to leverage some of the industries brightest minds.

There is plethora  of free advice and content. Should you need additional help beyond 
what is available at no cost, you can find a vetted provider through our directory of hub 
members.
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The Cold Calling equation—Problem Solved

If you thought this ebook was helpful, you may want to check out a 
book called The Cold Calling equation—Problem Solved, written by 
the same author of this ebook. There is of course some overlap as 
they are both on improving cold calling but this book goes into more 
detail on all of these topics as well as others and can be purchased 
here.

launch Pad Solutions

The two resources just outlined provide very good DIY 
(do it yourself) options for you if you would like to work 
on your own to master and improve your cold calling. If 
you would like more instructional direction and help, launch Pad Solutions is a company 
that provides sales coaching, consulting, and training. Similar to SalesScripter and The 
Cold Calling Equation, everything that Launch Pad does is completely aligned with the 
concepts discussed in this ebook. More information can be found here.

Salesnexus

When we talked about the cold calling emails, we 
discussed how automating and tracking email can help 
to accelerate your results. One solution that works 
really well in this area is Salesnexus as it is both a CRM and email marketing solution. 
SalesNexus will allow you to send cold call emails out on a mass scale and will tell you 
who to call. In addition to email automation, SalesNexus is a CRM and will allow you to 
log and schedule all of your activities, make notes, and manage customer information. 
Sign up for a free 30 day trial of SalesNexus here.

leadferret

This entire ebook is about cold calling and cold emailing. 
But do you know who to call and what their contact info 
is? If not, check out leadferret, a business contact database that provides contact info 
including email addresses at no cost. Find out more here.
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